WHAT TO DO
WITH THAT BOX OF
RHYTHM INSTRUMENTS

Pick an instrument.
Leader plays a rhythm.
Partner repeats rhythm.
Switch leaders.

COPY CAT

Think of object or animal that makes sound.
CHARADES
Choose an instrument to act it out. Partner tries to guess what you are.

5 ?’S
Leader secretly chooses an instrument and hides it. Partner can ask 5 questions to figure out what it is. Switch leaders.

Line up all instruments on the floor or table.
Leader plays a beat on 3-6 instruments.
LINE ‘EM UP
Partner repeats the sequence from memory.

NAME THAT TUNE
Leader hums a tune while playing the rhythm on any instrument. Partner tries to name that tune.

Leader uses a conductor’s baton or rhythm stick while
CONDUCTOR
Partner plays at the speed and rhythm of the Leader.